Longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) of the human eye has been studied repeatedly, but only at the fovea. Poor visual acuity prevents its subjective determination beyond a few degrees eccentricity. Consequently, we have used an objective approach, similar to that of Charman and Jennings [(1976). Vision Research, 16, 999-1005], to measure ocular LCA across the visual field. To determine the validity of our double-pass approach, a direct comparison between objective and subjective results was established where possible, namely at the fovea and parafoveally (2.5 deg). In both cases we focused a monochromatic point source at four different wavelengths (458, 501.8, 543.5 and 632.8 rim). At the fovea, for a 3 mm pupil, we found a close match between subjective and objective resulb~. However, as the subjective task became harder (off-axis or larger pupils), subjective results tended to yield slightly more myopic eyes than the results for objective refraction. In all cases, the offset was virtually independent of the wavelength used. Therefore, we have not found evidence of any biased estimates of the LCA, as determined objectively. Our foveal results show reasonable agreement with previous findings, except for slightly smaller amounts of LCA. Starting at the fovea, LCA tends to gradually increase with eccentricity, up to 40 deg, although such an increase is small, just approaching statistical significance. Computation of the LCA using a model eye predicts a slightly smaller increase with eccentricity.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatic aberrations c~f the eye have a considerable effect on visual performance (Thibos, Bradley, & Zhang, 1991) . The wavelength dependence of the image forming properties of an optical system causes two main types of aberration: the longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) corresponds to a change of dioptric power with wavelength and the transverse chromatic aberration (TCA) to a change in visual direction, which is often linked to a change in raagnification. The LCA of the human eye has been measured and studied frequently (Wald & Griffin, 1947'; Ivanoff, 1953; Charman & Jennings, 1976; Howarth & Bradley, 1986; Thibos, Bradley, Still, Zhang, & Howarth, 1990) . The TCA has also been measured expe, rimentally in the fovea (Thibos et al., 1990; Simonet & Campbell, 1990) , and up to eccentricities of 60 deg (Ogboso & Bedell, 1987) . LCA, however, has never been measured in the periphery. Generally, LCA is estimated by subjective refraction methods and only Charman and Jennings (1976) attempted the objective measurement of the LCA. The reason why no, or so few data exist in the periphery, is that visual acuity away from the fovea rapidly drops, causing subjective judgments of focus to have poor accuracy, rendering subjective determination of the LCA virtually impossible. Our primary goal in this study was to obtain reliable data on LCA across the visual field in the human eye. Since subjective methods could not be applied in the periphery, the only possibility was to develop an objective technique that was accurate enough. Among the possible reflectometric methods available today, we believe that imaging a single point source and recording the (aerial double-pass) point spread function, PSF, is the way to obtain maximum information and accuracy in the determination of best focus. Charman and Jennings (1976) objectively estimated the LCA by double-pass imaging a line object (aerial Line Spread Function), that provides accurate, but only one-dimensional information. 513 514 M.C. RYNDERS et al.
They compared objective and subjective results of the same subject, finding a reasonable agreement. However, towards the shorter wavelengths, objective LCA showed slightly lower than subjective LCA. We considered it very important to carefully study potential discrepancies in our case, which leads to the second goal of this study. This is to determine if there is an offset between subjective and objective best focus for monochromatic light and, if so, whether such an offset is wavelength independent (fiat) or not. The degree of agreement between objective and subjective data is important, not only for assessing the reliability of our objective LCA data, but also because the nature of fundus reflection and its dependence on wavelength is still an open problem, and the subject of some controversy. Furthermore, an increasing number of modem retinal imaging devices (Eisner, Welter, & Jalkh, 1993) , as well as new techniques to assess retinal structures and diseases are demanding an accurate knowledge of the nature of fundus reflection.
For this purpose, we have designed an experimental procedure, combining the objective method of measuring LCA (Charman & Jennings, 1976) with the comparison between objective and subjective best focus, carded out by Williams, Brainard, McMahon, & Navarro (1994) . We have compared, as a function of wavelength, best objective vs best subjective focus of a point source. This was done at the fovea for two pupil sizes (3 and 6 mm) and in the near periphery (2.5 deg) for a 3 mm pupil. An important difference with respect to the experiment by Williams et al. is that they compared subject (retinal image) vs experimenter (aerial image) best focus, where both used subjective criteria. To remove any form of subjective input in the objective part of the current study, we have found the best focus of the aerial, double-pass image by throughfocus scanning and storing of data, followed by off-line analysis of the images, and finding the minimum of a merit function, similar to the approach of Charman and Jennings. Here, the main improvement is that we are using purely monochromatic light and coherent point sources, so that we can obtain maximum accuracy, both in wavelength and best-focus position. With this procedure, we have obtained objective results across the horizontal visual field meridian (at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 and 40 deg) and subjective data at the fovea (0 deg) and parafovea (2.5 deg) only.
METHODS
Both subjective and objective determination of best focus and the LCA were done during the same session and under the same conditions, using an especially designed double-pass system with a Badal optometer and moveable auxiliary lens (Navarro, Ferro, Artal, & Miranda, 1993b; Williams et al., 1994) , which can be adjusted either manually, by the subject, or automatically, by the computer. displayed in Fig. 1 . It is an extension of the basic doublepass apparatus (Navarro, Artal, & Williams, 1993a) in the sense that it contains three lasers and the focusing block (FB) is now motor-driven. The focusing block consists of lens L2 (f= 120 mm) and two aperture and field stops, A2 and A3, respectively. In combination with a fixed Badal lens (f= 120 mm) it allows for variation of the vergence of the light which is incident on the subject's cornea, while keeping both the aperture stop (artificial pupil A2) conjugated with the eye's pupil, and the angular extent of the source unchanged. One of the three lasers is a tunable argon laser and was used for measurements with either 458 nm (blue) or 501.8rim (cyan) wavelengths. In addition, two He-Ne lasers were used for 543.5 nm (green) and 632.8 nm (red). They are the four wavelengths used in the experiment, although at and beyond 5 deg eccentricity only red, green and blue were used. The wavelength may be chosen by simply turning the corresponding laser on (and displacing either the mirror M to select one of the two He-Ne beams, or the rear mirror in the argon laser to select cyan or blue). The beam splitter cube BSC permits delivery of two wavelengths simultaneously. All the wavelengths share the same optical path after being focused by a X20 microscope objective (MO), on the same 25/Jm pinhole O, which acts as a spatial filter and point source. A set of neutral density filters, ND, reduces the output intensity to safe viewing levels, always more than 1 log unit (depending on wavelength) below safety standards (Sliney & Wolbarsht, 1980 Hence, the vergence of the light hitting the cornea could be varied freely. The light reflected off the retina passes again through the optical system of the eye, the Badal lens, FB and the beam splitter and is imaged on a CCD camera with a f= 100 mm photographic objective. The CCD camera was connected with the computer through a frame grabber, allowing for storage and later (off-line) analysis of the aerial images. For off-axis measurements, a fixation l:arget consisting of a small LED was inserted close to A3 and viewed through the Badallens (for small fields) or placed on an auxiliary optical bench (for eccentricities of 10 deg or larger). All lenses used in the set-up were achromatic doublets or wellcorrected objectives, to prevent introducing chromatic aberration. Nevertheless, the system was calibrated, proving to be free of measurable LCA.
Procedure
Cycloplegia and dilation were achieved by instillation of two drops of 1% cyclopentolate, administered 3 rain apart. An additional drop was given every hour, to assure continued and complete cycloplegia. Three male (JPM, MCR and RNB) subjects and one female (RSZ) subject, ranging in age from 27 to 38 years, with uncorrected eyes, participated in the ,;tudy. For all, except MCR, the right eye was used. A fifth subject (MAL, female) participated in the objective-subjective comparative study only. Subjects presented different amounts of ametropia, (-1 D for RNB, -0.50 D for RSZ, -0.25 D for MCR and +3 D fl)r JPM; all values spherical equivalent), which varied with eccentricity, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . Two pupil diameters, 3 and 6 mm were used for measurements initially. However, for larger eccentricities (>10 deg) and for a 6 mm pupil, aberrations proved too large, decreasing the sensitivity to defocus, making it too difficult to measure LCA.
Subjects were positioned on a bitebar mounted on an XYZ micropositioner. Careful centration of the eye's pupil was achieved both horizontally and vertically by localizing the four (up, down, left and right) edges of the pupil and then causing its derived center position to coincide with that of the artificial pupil. When measuring foveally (on-axis), subjects fixated on the point source O, aligning the visual axis with the system's optical axis. When measuring off-axis, we displaced the pupil horizontally to compensate for the offset produced by the rotation of the eye. Offsets were calculated assuming that the eye's center of rotation is 9 mm behind the pupil (Moses, 1981) . Nevertheless, for large eccentricities (40 deg), alignment was verified experimentally again, localizing the edges of the pupil (perceived vignetting of the laser beam) while looking at the peripheral target, and bringing its center to coincide with that of the artificial pupil, to avoid potential excessive failure of that assumption. Centration for foveal viewing was repeated several times during the experimental sessions, but misalignments generally were less than 0.1 mm and never were bigger than 0.2 mm. Nevertheless, such minor misalignments do not substantially change the power of the eye (or best focus) and therefore are not a critical factor in this particular experiment.
After some training for subjective settings, with manual control of the focusing block, full dilation and complete cycloplegia were verified and data collection was begun. The vergence of the beam (lens position) producing best focus was measured subjectively, for foveal viewing and at 2.5 deg eccentricity, for each of the four wavelengths mentioned above. (Subjective bestfocus settings were also attempted at 5 deg, but the task proved too hard for most subjects.) Immediately after subjective settings, we took objective recordings for the four wavelengths at both eccentricities. The data thus obtained can be used both to estimate the subjective LCA and to measure the offsets with respect to objective bestfocus positions for each wavelength.
Subjective settings. For subjective measurements, laser intensities were reduced considerably to low levels (by inserting additional ND filters), where the observers could look into the beam comfortably for extended periods of time. The intensity was high enough to clearly perceive the tails of the retinal PSF, but low enough to avoid glare. For each condition, 10 settings were made by the subject and recorded, unless after 5 or 6 settings variance was obviously negligible (i.e., all settings equal). The experimenter measured the position of L2 with the help of a ruler attached to FB. The mean and standard deviation were computed and compared with objective data. The experimenter randomly defocused the image in either direction before starting a new setting, so that positive and negative defocus were equally probable. The motor speed could be adjusted for fine or coarse settings. Typically, the lower (finest) speed was preferred and used for foveal settings, whereas a faster speed was used in the periphery. For measurements at 2.5 deg eccentricity, determination of best-focus proved already quite difficult, as resolution was insufficient to provide results with an acceptably small variance. Off-axis, it was soon realized that a dynamic method yielded better results, strongly improving subjects' performance. This resulted in the use of a bracketing technique, since the observers were able to detect increases in image size, while moving FB away from the factual best-focus position. Subjective data were taken before objective measurements, so that no objective information was available for observers and/or experimenter as feedback.
Objective recordings and analysis. As we mentioned before, we have implemented a fully objective procedure, in contrast with a method used earlier (Williams et al., 1994) , in which the experimenter would find best focus by viewing the aerial image through an image intensifier (this introduces the subjective criterion of the experimenter). In our fully objective method, the computer controls both the motor to perform a throughfocus scan around the best-focus position, and the CCD camera to take the recordings of the double-pass aerial images. For eccentricities of 0, 2.5, 5 and 10 deg, the scanning started from an approximately 1.0 D hyperopic position (lens L2 farther away from the Badal lens than for the just completed subjective settings), past the objective bestfocus (approximated by on-line viewing of the recorded images by the experimenter) to at least 0.5 D myopic vergence. In this way a range of images on both sides of the best-focus setting was ensured. The stepsize of 0.1 D (except for subject MCR, for whom the scan range was larger and stepsize was 0.2 D) was remote controlled per computer. For the larger eccentricities, 20 and 40 deg, all scanning ranges and stepsizes were doubled (except for MCR; 0.2 D for all subjects), because, as mentioned before, typically larger aberrations produce a poor image quality with a longer caustic, so that there is a worse localization of the best-focus plane. The entire procedure yields an average of over 400 images per subject (approximately 20 per condition). Continuing well beyond the best-focus position was necessary for the data analysis, described below. On-line inspection by the experimenter of each individual image on a separate monitor allowed for immediate retakes of any images marred by factors like blinking, pixel saturation, eye movements, etc.
To implement a fully objective means of finding the best focus, we have defined a merit function based on standard optical quality criteria, so that the minimum of that function will correspond to the best or highest quality image. A common criterion used before was the LSF halfwidth (Charman & Jennings, 1976) . However, we could gain further sensitivity, making use of the twodimensional information contained in our aerial PSFs. For instance, in the presence of astigmatism, the averaged (over all orientations) halfwidth remains basically constant within the Sturm interval [see Fig. 2(a) ]. Within this interval the basic change mainly occurs in the aspect ratio, departing from the elongated shape of the line focus, the image becoming rounder as we approach the circle of least confusion, to then become elongated in the perpendicular direction, as we move on towards the second Sturm focus. Consequently, we have defined a merit function that considers both the two-dimensional energy concentration around the central peak plus a second "fine tuning" term, accounting for the aspect ratio (elongation). The resulting, dimensionless merit function (or quality index) Q used was:
The first term is a measure of energy spread and also a dimensionless estimate of the equivalent half-width (Bracewell, 1978 
,,
.. ratio between the major and minor axes, is # 1. To guarantee that the quality factor is not affected by noise, we only consider those pixels with intensities far above background and noise levels, by imposing a threshold T, which was estimated from the intensity histogram of each image:
where M is the mode (the highest probable intensity in the image that will be greater or equal than the background level) and tr is the standard deviation as a rough (over) estimate of noise level. Consequently, we have applied a rather restrictive criterion, only considering those pixels with a high signal-to-noise ratio. This threshold was empirically found to give robust estimates of the merit function. The merit function for a scan along the optical axis Q(Z) is minimal for best-focus conditions, as in the examples shown in Fig. 2 . In an attempt to increase sensitivity, we took the minimum of a fourth degree polynomial fit (dashed lines) to the experimental data points. Figure 2( triangles) clearly detects both Storm foci with maximum elongation (arrows) and the circle of least confusion (minimum). The merit fuaction (filled circles) efficiently combines both criteria, so that we obtain a high sensitivity to defocus. Figure 2 (b) compares merit functions for different eccentricities. As the amount of aberration increases (with eccentricity), the focusing is poorer, which yields a flatter merit function, and thus lowering sensitivity. We apply this fully objective criterion, but nevertheless we visually checked the images and always found good agreement between the fitting results and our off-line, subjective guess for bestfocus image. The LCA is commonly defined as the difference in the focal lengths of an optical system for two given wavelengths. This implies localizing the focusing plane of an object at infinity. Ia our case the retina has a fixed position, so that instead of moving the image plane we have to move the object position. Next, we can apply the basic lens formula to estimate the chromatic aberration:
In diopters, we can write -D+D' = P, where P is the power of the lens. Since v and v' are the distances from the object and image to the principal planes, respectively, it is simpler to estimate the LCA by assuming that the positions of the princil~al planes do not change with wavelength. We can write equation (3) for two wavelengths and subtract both equations. Since the image distance D' is fixed, it turns out that the difference in power (LCA in diopters) equals the difference between object positions, expre:~sed in diopters (with n= 1). Calculations based on a model eye (Navarro, Santamarfa, & Besc6s, 1985) showed that for the wavelengths used in the current study, the maximum displacement of the principal planes is approx. 5 #m. This translates to a potential maximum error of approximately 0.015 D, which is much smaller than our measurement errors (see below).
RESULTS

Objective vs subjective best focus as a function of wavelength
For any position of lens L2, the raw data, vergence for best focus, provide the amount of ametropia of each observer and condition. Figure 3 summarizes the results in diopters, of the best objective focus relative to subjective best focus (i.e., displacements of L2 from subjective to objective focus), for the three conditions tested: fovea, for 3 and 6 mm pupils, and at 2.5 deg eccentricity, for 3 mm !pupil only. Error bars represent intersubject variability. The sign convention is such that a positive value implies 1:hat L2 had to be moved away from the observer's eye. Thus, positive values correspond to an objectively more hyperopic eye. For 3 mm pupil, at the fovea, a very good match between objective and subjective focus was found, which was much clearer for the experienced subjects (MAL, MCR and RNB). In this condition, a significantly different result was found for naive subjects (mean objective-subjective offset 0.42 D), as compared with results for experienced subjects (mean offset 0.025 D). Offsets for experienced subjects were found to be smaller than our experimental variability (in the order of 0.1 D for subjective settings), in agreement with previous findings (Williams et al., 1994) . Consequently, in Fig. 3 we have not included naive data for this condition, since their results indicate a much poorer performance in this particular task.
The results for the two other conditions (fovea, 6 mm pupil and 2.5 deg eccentricity, 3 mm pupil) are quite different. First, the offset is much larger (roughly between 0.4 and 0.8 D). Second, intersubject variabilities are significantly larger as well, as are intra-subject standard deviations for the subjective task, mainly in the off-axis case (mean tr = 0.34 D), suggesting that the task is much harder. Third, there were no significant differences between naive and trained subjects for the 6 mm pupil case. In the eccentric condition, only RNB, who is highly trained, even with the off-axis task (Williams et al., 1994) performed significantly better (small tr) than the others.
Taking all these results together, the offset as a function of wavelength, found between subjective and objective results is basically flat for the three conditions. In the easier case (fovea, 3 mm), the offset is close to zero. As the task becomes harder, larger pupil or eccentric settings (or when done by naive observers), the offset increases, more markedly for the central wavelengths, although these wavelength differences are within error ranges, and are far from being statistically significant. The positive offset for objective data, for larger pupils and eccentric positions, is consistent with either light reflected somewhere in front of the photoreceptor layer (in the foveal case there is only the vitreous body), or by subjects preferring hyperopic states (overcorrected for myopia) with a cleaner PSF (Navarro & 
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FIGURE 4. Foveal LCA as determined objectively (solid symbols) as well as subjectively (open symbols) and their means (dashed and dotted lines, respectively), for two pupil sizes: 3 mm (left) and 6 mm (right). Solid line represents standard data. For clarity, error bars are only given for one trained (MCR) and one untrained observer (JPM for 3 mm pupil and RSZ for the 6 mm pupil).
Losada, 1997). Nevertheless, we have found no evidence for wavelength-dependent offsets, and therefore there appear to be no systematic errors in the objective determination of the LCA of the eye (for the range of wavelengths tested), both on-and off-axis.
Objective and subjective LCA in the fovea and parafovea Figure 4 shows subjective (open symbols) and objective (filled symbols) foveal LCA data for 3 and 6 mm pupils, respectively. Off-axis data for 2.5 deg are given in Fig. 5 for a 3 mm pupil. In both figures the means across all four subjects are indicated by dashed and dotted lines for objective and subjective LCA, respectively. Data are normalized so that the sum of variances is minimized, as suggested by Howarth and Bradley (1986) . Previously published subjective standard foveal data are indicated by a continuous line in Fig. 4 . Only a few error bars are included for the sake of clarity.
At the fovea, the mean curves show a similar pattern for 3 and 6 mm pupil sizes, as expected. In both cases, there is a good match between objective and subjective data for green and blue. Objective data lie slightly below subjective values (~ 0.1 D) for red light, and the opposite occurs for cyan light. These differences are of the order of our experimental errors, though. The agreement of our results with standard data is good as well; only for blue light do our results (both objective and subjective) seem to be above standard curve (~-0.15 D difference). These discrepancies are thought to be within error ranges and there could be some possible small effect of inter-subject variability as well. At 2.5 deg (Fig. 5 ) insufficient published data exist for comparison with our current results, but nevertheless, these results are similar to foveal values. We can, however, see that, particularly in the subjective case, the variation among subjects is considerable. Error bars in the subjective task are larger too, which clearly relates to the reported difficulty in performing the subjective task at this eccentricity. Subjective and objective data are again similar, except for red light, although the difference (,,-0.2 D) here still is within the range of intersubject variability. Figure 6 shows the objectively determined best-focus results for all four subjects for all eccentricities. All data were taken with the naked, uncorrected eye to avoid Eccentricity (deg) used in this study, the average LCA tends to increase gradually from near 1.0 D at the fovea to approximately 1.6 D at 40deg eccentricity. This increase in our experimental data with eccentricity is small, and in the order of our experimental variability. We have tested its statistical significance by a linear regression of the data. The resulting mean rate of increase is 0.0126 + 0.0092 D/deg (83% confidence of a real increase vs the null hypothesis). Nevertheless, we have computed (using standard raytracing software) the LCA predicted by a chromatic eye model (Navarro et al., 1985) . The predicted curve shows a variation with eccentricity flatter than the experimental average curve, starting from a roughly constant, flat region (up to about 20 deg) and then showing a slight increase. This very small increase would be associated with a slightly higher refractive power of the eye at larger eccentricities. unwanted chromatic aberrations potentially introduced by corrective optics. Therefore, even at the 0 deg visual angle, all observers show some amount of ametropia. Although there is some variation among subjects in how the amount of LCA varies with eccentricity, the general tendency is to present either constant LCA or a modest increase with eccentricity. Error bars, indicating the standard deviations, are included for some subjects and conditions. These error bars were estimated by repeating (usually four times) the image collection and data analysis procedure for the entire dioptric scanning range for that particular eccentricity, wavelength and subject. We then computed the mean (represented by the symbol) and the standard deviati,~n. All four of the plots show a little bump at 2.5-5 deg, for most subjects and wavelengths. The only explanation we could find for this is that at and beyond these eccentricities the retina has become considerably thicker than at the fovea, causing a difference in optical pal~h length. Another remarkable feature is that for two subjects (upper panels) the relative power seems to remain basically flat, only increasing moderately with eccentricity, while for the other two subjects there is a pronounced decrease. For RNB and JPM, the optical field curvature seems to be approximately compensated by the curved shape of the retina, whereas such compensation does not occur for MCR and RSZ. These different types of patterns in peripheral refraction are well-known (Ferree, Rand, & Hardy, 1931; Rempt, Hoogerheide, & Hoogenboom, 1971) . Figure 7 shows the intersubject average LCA in terms of the dioptric difference between our two extreme wavelengths, 632.8 and 458 nm, vs eccentricity. The data points are the average over our four subjects, and the bars stand for standard deviation representing intersubject variability. We can see l:hat, for the range of wavelengths
Off-axis LCA
DISCUSSION
The present study, to our knowledge, represents the first successful attempt to measure the off-axis longitudinal chromatic aberration in the human eye in vivo. A direct comparison between objective and subjective results has been done at the fovea and parafovea, which suggests that our objective method can provide reliable data on the off-axis LCA.
Objective vs subjective focus
Objective-vs-subjective best-focus experiments show virtually wavelength-independent results, with objective data yielding a somewhat more hyperopic eye for the larger pupil or eccentric field conditions, which is consistent with earlier retinoscopic results (Charman, 1976; Charman & Jennings, 1976) . However, we find no offset for foveal vision and smaller, 3 mm pupils (for three experienced subjects). At the fovea, for a 3 mm pupil, the average standard deviation was a = 0.1 D, whereas at 2.5 deg (3 mm pupil), a= 0.34 D, which means that the focusing task was significantly harder. Since the subjective task is to obtain the sharpest retinal image of a point source, both pupil size and eccentricity are critical factors. For a 3 mm pupil and foveal vision, both optical image quality and retinal resolution are optimum and so is the subjective performance. When the image quality is good, even a small amount of defocus dominates over ocular aberrations, so that finding the best focus turns out to be a relatively easy task, at least for subjects acquainted with optics. Neither trained nor naive subjects had any feedback from the objective data, and there is no reason to think that any difference exists in their retinal structures or optical quality to explain a different behavior. Results found for a 6 mm pupil at the fovea (large positive offsets) would indicate that, if subjective settings were correct, corresponding to reflection off the photoreceptor layer, then the objective recordings would indicate that some light is reflecting in front of the ILM, which is inconsistent with the eye' s anatomy, since in the healthy eye no reflecting layer is found in the vitreous body.
Both in the objective-subjective comparison as well as in the LCA measurements, we have found a large influence of pupil size. One possible explanation is that for a larger pupil, there is a higher probability of light passing through eccentric pupil positions not being waveguided, lowering retinal visual performance (Campbell effect; Campbell, 1958) . However, we believe that our pupil effect could be explained by the larger aberrations, without needing to postulate retinal effects. For a 6 mm pupil, the optical quality is much worse, with larger aberrations and both objective and subjective focusing becoming harder. Subjective sensitivity to defocus is smaller, since we need to defocus more to notice a change in the aberration pattern and even trained subjects may tend to prefer a cleaner (with shorter tails) image, while finding the position with sharpest central peak becomes more difficult. It is noteworthy that not only the subjective, but also the objective localization of the best-focus plane becomes harder as the aberrations increase. Furthermore, the aerial image is affected twice by aberrations in the double pass, and therefore their effect is considerably increased. In fact we started the experiment with a 6 mm pupil, based on the idea that the depth of focus of an aberration-free optical system decreases with pupil area and therefore one could expect that sensitivity to defocus increases as well. However, for highly aberrated systems, such as the eye, aberrations just invert this situation, yielding a broader and longer caustic. In our experiments it turned out that for a 6 mm pupil and at large eccentricities (beyond 10 deg) aberrations were so large (and the image quality so poor) that the merit function Q(Z) did not change noticeably, even for large amounts of defocus. This pupil effect could partially explain why earlier retinoscopic attempts to measure off-axis LCA with a dilated pupil could not succeed. Consequently, we decided to repeat the experiment and study the off-axis LCA for a smaller, 3 mm pupil, but even for this pupil size, the sensitivity of the objective method declines notably with eccentricity, as shown by the increasing length of the error bars in Figs 6 and 7.
The subjective task becomes very hard off-axis. Even for a small eccentricity, 2.5 deg, visual acuity declines considerably (by a factor of roughly 2.5; Green, 1970) . In this case only the settings made by one well-trained subject, using a meticulous dynamic bracketing procedure, were in close agreement with objective data. Williams et al. (1994) found a close match between subjective and objective best-focus conditions at the fovea in a similar experiment with monochromatic red light, and a more hyperopic result for the objective data than for subjective results extrafoveally. Although there appears to be reasonable qualitative agreement with our current findings, they found a closer agreement between objective and subjective off-axis results. We believe that their closer match is due to two main factors: on the one hand their two subjects were highly experienced and, on the other hand, as mentioned before, their objective method in fact consisted of the subjective focusing of the aerial image by the experimenter (using an image intensifier and on-line viewing on a TV monitor). Furthermore, since the subjects also were experimenters, they received some feedback that could help to get a closer match. Nevertheless, their results further incline us to see those results obtained with experienced subjects as more reliable.
Previous findings and multilayer reflection models
A classic source of controversy is the fact that the two most common methods to measure eye's refraction, namely subjective (e.g., letter charts) and objective (e.g., retinoscopy), do not always agree, usually with the retinoscopic results yielding a somewhat more hyperopic eye (Charman, 1976; Charman & Jennings, 1976; Meyer & Salinski, 1977) . Furthermore, two sets of apparently opposing evidence yield two different models of the nature of fundus reflection. On the one hand, a series of objective techniques such as the double-pass method to assess the eye's optical performance (Navarro et al., 1993a) , the objective determination of retinal directionality (Gorrand & Delori, 1995; Burns, Wu, Delori, & Eisner, 1995) , or the recent high resolution of the photoreceptor mosaic (Marcos, Navarro, & Artal, 1996; Miller, Williams, Morris, & Liang, 1996) are consistent with a first model in which the light gathered outside the eye comes from the photoreceptor layer and is strongly directional due to waveguiding (Williams et al., 1994) . All these techniques typically use monochromatic light, and so does the model. However, data on spectral reflectance (van Norren & Tiemeijer, 1986; Delori & Pflibsen, 1989) suggest a multilayer reflection model (inner limiting membrane, the retinal pigment epithelium, the choroid-sclera interface, etc.). This multilayer model could help to explain discrepancies between retinoscopy and subjective refraction (Channan, 1976) but seems to contradict the first, waveguiding model.
A possible way to harmonize these two apparently opposite models would be to realize that the light Aerial Image , Diffuse componen~ I1" Position FIGURE 8. Schematic intensity profile of a double-pass aerial image of a point source and its various components.
reflected off the retina and gathered in an aerial image consists of three different components, which contribute in a very different way to the double-pass aerial image of a point source (Fig. 8 The directional component will be highly concentrated around the central peak of the aerial image, whereas diffuse or (defocused) specular components will be widely spread (see Fig. 8 ), thus yielding little contribution to the peak. The relative intensities of these three components would change with wavelength, explaining the chromatic dependence of fundus reflection. This is a very general analysis that is compatible with multilayer models, and at the same., time can easily explain doublepass, directionality and high resolution experiments.
There is a series of evidences supporting the model of Fig. 8 . Among them, Williams et al. (1994) in comparing objective double-pass with subjective interferometric methods to assess the eye's modulation transfer function (MTF) has contributed strong evidence in support of it. The fact that the double-pass MTF lies slightly below the subjectively determined MTF is perfectly explained by our model. A perfect match would indicate that all the light comes from the photoreceptor layer and is basically directional, whereas light contributing from other layers, which spreads more (see Fig. 8 ), will tend to lower the MTF. In addition, they found a very close match between objective and subjectiw~ best focus. In the present work, we have extended part of their findings (objectivesubjective best focus) to other wavelengths, and in no case do our results show a significant wavelength dependence (from 458 to 633 nm). This also applies for the off-axis, 2.5 deg case. This eccentricity, although very close to the fovea, is optically representative of the higher eccentricities, since there the retina is practically as thick as it is at other eccentricities. The fact that we have not found a significant wavelength-dependent bias in the subjective-objective offset suggests that our offaxis LCA data are not biased by reflection off different layers.
LCA
Our foveal LCA results, both objective and subjective, are similar to standard data, although, in general, we have found slightly smaller values of aberration. These small discrepancies could, at least partially, be attributed to intersubject variability. However, we cannot neglect that the use of a new method, focusing a single, fully coherent and monochromatic point source, could also have some influence. Standard values of the LCA have been obtained for foveal vision before through subjective refraction using exte, nded objects (optotypes, etc.).
Besides, although previous methods used narrow band filters or monochromators to reduce the spectral bandwidth, they did not use purely monochromatic light from a laser beam. Both spatial and spectral bandwidths could potentially affect the results, although only to a limited extent. The LCA basically depends on the refractive index and relative power of the different lenses and media, so that it is not expected to show important changes with eccentricity. Our off-axis results of Fig. 7 show a moderate, slightly increasing LCA as a function of retinal eccentricity. This small increment of the LCA with eccentricity, from approx. 1 D at the fovea to slightly above 1.5 D at 40 deg, is at the limit of being statistically significant. Computations with a model eye also yield a slight increase of LCA with eccentricity (for visual angles beyond 20 deg), although lower, which is associated with a small variation of the refractive power of the eye for large eccentricities.
A somewhat striking feature of our experimental LCA curve, is the peculiar local minimum at 2.5 deg. Although this indentation in the curve is smaller than the standard deviation bar, it consistently appeared for several observers (see Fig. 6 ). This is, of course, not predicted by a schematic eye model (Fig. 7) , and we do not yet have a plausible explanation for the origin or the meaning of this singular point. The only simple explanation could be that the foveal pit would produce a localized increment in the LCA, so that the area of minimum LCA would be the parafovea, but there is no clear evidence supporting this.
